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Abstract— Traditional encryption systems and techniques
have always been vulnerable to brute force cyber-attacks. This is
due to bytes encoding of characters utf8 also known as ASCII
characters. Therefore, an opponent who intercepts a cipher text
and attempts to decrypt the signal by applying brute force with a
faulty pass key can detect some of the decrypted signals by
employing a mixture of symbols that are not uniformly dispersed
and contain no meaningful significance. Honey encoding
technique is suggested to curb this classical authentication
weakness by developing cipher-texts that provide correct and
evenly dispersed but untrue plaintexts after decryption with a
false key. This technique is only suitable for passkeys and PINs.
Its adjustment in order to promote the encoding of the texts of
natural languages such as electronic mails, records generated by
man, still remained an open-end drawback. Prevailing proposed
schemes to expand the encryption of natural language messages
schedule exposes fragments of the plaintext embedded with coded
data, thus they are more prone to cipher text attacks. In this
paper, amending honey encoded system is proposed to promote
natural language message encryption. The main aim was to
create a framework that would encrypt a signal fully in binary
form. As an end result, most binary strings semantically generate
the right texts to trick an opponent who tries to decipher an error
key in the cipher text. The security of the suggested system is
assessed..
Rundown Encryption, Cipher, Natural language, Encoding,
Honey encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION
In information-conscious culture, encryption act as a
building block to a variety of procedures that include
electronic-commerce, online banking, business, social
networks, expert system and so on. Digital development has
influenced almost all individuals to handle their funds,
obtain products and access to healthcare. Gradually
individuals have started relying on the use of technology to
get immediate access to data, company, family and friends.
This rise in global dependency on contemporary
infrastructure has given rise to continual security threats.
The constant attacks on computer networks, card fraud,
malware attacks, and cellphone hacking are proof of the
continual security risk. There is a need for enhanced
infrastructure, with strong security, for strengthening the
computer depended on society for current and future
generation and making use of the chances provided by this
technology. The research of science and practice of
concealing data is known as cryptography, which prevents a
distrustful group from learning the content present in the
data block. The modern standard of cryptographic structures
are more suspected to be attacked by brute force such as an
attempt to break a user's password is an attack by brute force

and error approach is employed by an adversary in
decryption. Traditional encryption structures facilitate the
continuation of the use and achievement of an opponent in
these kinds of attacks. All standard crypt systems are
represented in letters of utf8 or ASCII characters. An
opponent who interrupts a cipher text and attempts to
decrypt the signal via a false pass key could, therefore, filter
out certain decrypted signal and combinations of the same
by noting that those sequences are a combination of
characters from various languages and symbols that are nonhomogeneously dispersed in separate contexts. It is clear
that an opponent can judge whether his attack succeeds
which is based on the construction/delivery of the text the
malicious user recovers during the attacks. A nonhomogenous distribution, which makes a meaning-less
allocation, means a plaintext and core that is inaccurate. In
addition, the emergence of handling tools such as FPGA and
GPU also allows the brute-force attack very effective. An
intruder who interrupts the encoding signal has, therefore,
an elevated opportunity of retrieving the pass key and then
using the distinctive method to encode the signal which is
the decryption performance depending on the signal
distribution/structure.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The Security experts and the cryptographic society have
suggested various measures to reduce the attacks on
standard encryption systems by reducing the duration and
cost of the main computing systems. However, the
fundamental issue that uses the distinguisher method to
communicate decryption outcomes is not addressed by all
these processes. An intruder can still decrypt an oracle
repeatedly by attempting arbitrary codes until a feasible
signal is found. Honey Encryption incorporates some of the
other schemes ' known characteristics. In particular, decoy
schemes [1] are used as defense mechanisms. Perhaps the
most popular security decoy concept is honeypot, with some
exciting, though false data that is attractive for the intruder.
The honey denotes the attractiveness of the false
information and the capability to get invaders to aim the
honeypots. Honey encryption technique includes a false
email, which it generates when required, by Honey words
[2]. A wide-ranging evaluation of honey word [3] security
was carried out in the year 2018. A method was proposed
[4] to avoid off-line attack by saving fake passcodes with
real user pin code. It was specifically aimed at memory
archives because false emails generated in the scheme of six
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Kamouflage are stored in the code sequence. The similarity
between Kamouflage and honey encryption is simple to see
as both have the same concept of misleading and stopping
attackers from acknowledging the right information from
deliberately false information (e.g. false lists of passwords).
In addition, another system called organizational routing
scheme [5] has been released when Honey Encryption was
introduced. It was also a technique for cryptography attacks,
using the theory that all pass key could be used and it would
give complaints which might mislead the malicious user, in
the same way as honey encryption. Another structural code
was introduced [6] but there is no official mathematical
evidence. However, syntactic safety and natural linguistic
capacity are provided. In an attempt to ensure assured and
verifiable security in the sector, structural engineering
requires more studies, as is Honey encoding. Another theory
was proposed on natural language encoder by [7] for
safeguarding passcode vaults. The main focus was on
producing false but faithful looking vault to the malicious
user. The mischievous user cannot decide whether it’s the
initial or false vault. The scheme also requires the assailant
to go internet to trace and prohibit its operations. This works
well for keyword configurations, but cannot be expanded to
help big human-text situations. An enhanced conventional
honey encoding scheme [8] was introduced in the year 2015
to promote genomic information injection. This disclosed
method is for ensuring DNA products as well as for
shielding genomes against mauling by an unlimited intruder.

English language are names, pronouns, verbs, adverbs,
adjectives, prepositions, interjection and conjunctions.
Algorithm 1 shows how nouns are processed and encrypted
and the entire working of the proposed system is
exemplified in Figure 1.

III. PROPOSED WORK
The strength of the proposed strategy is used to convince
the assailant that it has the initial signal, and to confuse the
malicious user. “Python 3.63” and “Natural Language
Processing” (NLP) databases are used for the assessment of
the proposed scheme. The natural language processing tool
reveals how words relate and how significant phrases are
combined to shape an expressive sequence of words. The
decoy signal is entirely distinct from the initial text
(plaintext) but has semantic and relative significance. Each
transmitted signal is handled like a phrase sequence and
computed in the English Language with linguistic features.
Each term is categorized by its lexical functions according
to the part of the speech. The primary components of the
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Figure 1 Flow chart of the proposed system
Algorithm 2 depicts the processing and decryption of
substantives, and figure 2 shows an outline of the system in
its entirety with decryption. The framework is been
proposed which allows the binary encoding of a phrase. The
encoding approach produces a syntactically right phrase for
binary strings.
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Figure 2 Overview of proposed system with decryption
Any standard cipher is used to merge the suggested time taken to decrypt by employing the proposed technique
algorithm with a particular use. For example, the sender is termed as “Time-Taken”.
encrypts the binary string by means of a chipper. A wrongly
Table 1 below depicts the performance of the proposed
labeled code is produced with an incorrect key that should scheme.
interpret a semantically right signal. Any improper pass key
Table 1 Performance of Proposed scheme
will correctly decode to the correct message of a completely
different length and structure. The proposed approach is
entirely dissimilar from the prevailing approach as no part of
the plaintext is revealed during decryption with an incorrect
key. The opponent can't carry out a chosen-cipher text attack
with this proposed strategy.
IV. RESULTS
For the evaluation process, testing with a controlled
quantity of unwanted data is embedded to a cipher test and
associating the rationality of outcome result. The number of
words encrypted is known as Word Count. Amount of
flipped casual bits is known as Noise Added. If the opponent
attempts to decrypt the passkey, the rates of production of
true words generated are called Change in the Word Count.
The amount of significant words occurs in the decrypted
signal from the fundamental plaintext when the opponent
attempts the wrong passkey. PINTER is key phrases in the
plaintext that must not occur with incorrect pass keys in case
of decryption (words, pronoun, noun, adverb, adjective) is
termed as P-Important. The decrypted signal displays
periodic phrases in the fundamental plaintext when the
opponent attempts wrong pass keys. This is important, as
frequent phrases assist in shaping the phrase so that it can be
used to retrieve the plaintext in every electronic mail. The
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V. CONCLUSION
Messages were programmed in American standard Code
for Information Interchange which were making them
susceptible to a crude attack, in the traditional encryption
strategy, an attempt to decrypt a cipher text by simply
removing the true messages from false messages, based on
the standardized allocation of characters. Honey encryption
provides a corrective measure to the traditional encryption
scheme by offering a blockade against brute-force attacks.
Honey encoding is a decoy-based encoding system that
gives meaningful, unsecured plaintexts. Therefore, the
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enemy must deliberate that the enemy has plaintext when
the malicious user has a message of the decoy.In this paper,
a modified honey encryption technique is proposed for
promoting human-generated text identification through the
use of an artificial languages method. The proposed strategy
plans the link between phrases to capture language patterns,
which are syntactically and semantically significant, as the
base for creating fake texts as decoys, so that an opponent
uses an invalid key to decode the code text. The text design
and text duration stored in the fundamental text is held
confidential and unsuccessful encryption generates radically
distinct messages from the initial text, such as decoys, which
can effectively hide and protect highly confidential
messages and human-written records.
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